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Billy’s mission is disseminating the truth. Through his own extensive knowledge and understanding and his
connection to the Plejaran, the Figu-Core-Group in Switzerland has a direct access to true information about all
realms of life. That includes, among other matters, the evolution of the human consciousness and the right way
of living. An attempt like the mission requires great responsibility, for everything has to follow the right path of
the truth, otherwise the whole mission and its success would be endangered.
Since all of the Core-Group-Members have to become acquainted with the truth, for all have to learn a lot
concerning many realms of life, etc., it is necessary that given rules and guidelines direct everything and
everybody onto the right path. Working within this group means to be confronted with the truth in a much higher
and more intense degree than is the case in normal daily life. The permanent confrontation requires a lot of
thinking, in order to gain a basic understanding of openness, honesty, responsibility, tolerance, equality,
acceptance, regard, respect, duty, freedom, peace, and love, etc.
On the one hand the members have to turn their interests away from their own little worlds and their own
persons, because for the time being, something else stands in the foreground. That means, first of all, they
have to make an effort to integrate themselves into the wholeness of life, which is equal with Creation's plan.
By honestly opening their consciousness, they become aware that being a part of this plan does not only
include rights, but duties as well. Realizing their own duties leads them, on the other hand, back to themselves,
for the necessity of sincerely exploring their inner being becomes unavoidable, in order to find their individual
right path within the great path of evolution.
There are a lot of different things, which have to be worked on as well as understood; hence it follows that
many mistakes are made. Mistakes are allowed, of course, but they have to be corrected, which means they
have to be thought about in a neutral-positive way, so as to gain logical conclusions, which may prevent similar
mistakes in the future. If the mistakes are so sincere though, that they are contrary to the goal of the mission, or
endangering the mission now or in the future, the members have to be told. This never happens with nice or
soothing words, for in this case, nice words don't have the right effect. The words have to be clear and
unmistakable, which makes them sound hard, but a little shock now and then, concerning one’s own failures
doesn't do any harm, on the contrary, it starts the thinking process, which might lead to the solution of the
problem.
There are rules and guidelines that have to be followed through, in order to ensure the existence of the group
and therefore the success of the mission. Hence it follows that through Billy's and the Plejaren's advice, the
members are sometimes told what should be done or how things should be handled. This might give the
impression to people who are not involved, that the group has a hierarchical structure because the given advice
is mostly followed through. Following an advice though, given by people who have a much deeper
understanding concerning the circumstances of the mission, has nothing to do with following orders, but with
acknowledging reason. If an advice is given, there is always the success of the mission that stands in the
foreground and own wishes and self-oriented comforts have to be set into the background. All members,
including Billy, are equal in their rights and their duties though, and can speak up at any time concerning
anything they really don't understand or cannot agree with. When this happens, everything can be discussed
and explanations can be offered, so as to further a right understanding. Thus there isn’t a hierarchical system
within a Figu group, but a system, where decisions based on advices are freely made. Solely in this way, the
members have a chance to grow in understanding the truth, in acting in the right way and in preparing for the
future where no advice is offered anymore, in order to lead them back unto the right path.
The difference between an advice and an order is the stimulating effect on the effort concerning honestly
thinking about the advice and finding the right understanding for its hidden or obvious truth in one’s own
individual way. Following orders doesn’t need any thinking and doesn’t result in any evolutionary progress. It is
important that each member always thinks about something on his own, which is the actual evolutionary
challenge. Therefore a non-hierarchical structure is necessary because neither a leader has the say nor any
member can obtain a higher position than the others, for this would lead to another sect or cult, which would

result in enslavement and stagnation.
Listening to an advice of someone who has a better understanding and making an effort to manage things in a
right way for the mission as well as for oneself is the only way to success. That makes it obvious that any newformed Figu-Group is logically under the patronage of the Figu-Core-Group because the inability to really
understand the whole context needs guidance and structure. It is very important to understand that this
guidance and structure do not exclude the individuality of each member, but further it because all members are
stimulated to think about finding their own way in order to integrate themselves into the mission and to become
able to recognize what really has to be done.

